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Abstract. This study examined the differences between pragmatic and hedonic
users for their experience changing over time. Two questions were probed in
this study. We first compared two user experience changing patterns (i.e., how
the quality of users’ experience develops over time) between pragmatic and
hedonic users in 4 weeks usage. Then, we studied how each phrase in the user
experience changing patterns contributed to the overall perceived quality of
products. Our results found that: (1) user experience changing patterns of
Chinese users (Orientation and Identification) were different from western users
(Orientation, Identification, and Incorporation); (2) user experience changing
patterns were different between pragmatic (Orientation, Incorporation, and
Identification) and hedonic users (Exploration and Identification); (3) changes
on deciding factors to the overall products perceptions was derived by phrase
transitions: utility and identification influenced long-term product perceptions by
pragmatic users, while personal needs satisfaction influenced long-term product
perceptions by hedonic users.
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1 Introduction

User experience (UE) is a multidimensional cognition function that users form during
their interaction with products [1, 2]. Factors, including user characteristics, expecta-
tion, product attributes, context situation, social and cultural criterion, all influence UE.
With factors keep changing in different time frames, UE changes over time. A con-
siderable amount of research has been done on this topic during the last decades to
improve UE and control its formation [3, 4]. The significance of temporality has been
repeatedly highlighted in UE research [1, 5]. Some studies described different
dimensions of quality perceptions of products and how users form overall evaluative
judgments of products on the basis of quality perceptions [5–7]. While, most of the
empirical studies on temporality in the field of HCI suffer from a lack of a guiding
research model.
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An initial framework for the study [8] of prolonged user experience suggested that
there were three stages in the process of technology adoption: commodification,
appropriation and conversion. Commodification refers to the process through which
objects and technologies emerge in a public space of exchange values. Appropriation,
consumers take technologies and objects home and make them acceptable and familiar,
can be divided into two respects: orientation and incorporation. Finally, conversion
reflects the identification of the products.

Karapanos (2013) presented two studies that aimed to assess the differences
between initial and prolonged experiences with interactive products and presented a
three-stage framework of the mobile adoption (i.e., Orientation, Incorporation, and
Identification [5]). The first study assessed how users formed the overall evaluative
judgments of a novel interactive product. Findings suggested judgments of the overall
goodness of the product to shift from a use-based evolution to an ownership-based
evaluation. Judgments of beauty seemed to be dominated by perceptions of novelty
during initial interactions, but this effect seemed to disappear after four weeks of use.
Inspired by the framework of Silverstone and Haddon [8], the second study inquired
into how users’ expectations and experiences developed over time. The study revealed
that product adoption contained three distinct phases. Orientation refers to early
experiences that are pervaded by a feeling of excitement as well as frustration as the
user experience novel features and encounter learnability flaws. As participants grad-
ually incorporated the product in their lives, usefulness and usability became more
important in the Incorporation period. Identification reflected ways in which partici-
pants formed a personal relationship with the product as it was increasingly incorpo-
rated in their daily routines and interactions, personal and social experience became
more important in the latter stage.

In the past decades, most studies assume that the user were homogeneous. While,
Hartmann et al. verified the user characteristic had an influence on the factors weight,
that is, different users preferred different products [9]. The commercial market seg-
mentation tools adopted in this study is widely used in fast-moving consumer goods
industry provided by a professional marketing survey agency (which belongs to
company secrets), it take the need of consumer for technology (traditional-progress)
and consumers’ attitude to products (instrument- symbolism) as the “x” and “y” axes,
to subdivide the market crowd into eight categories. Among them pragmatic users (i.e.
see phone as instrument) and hedonic users (i.e. see phone as symbolism) are the
biggest two classes of user group in terms of market share. So we choose pragmatic
users and hedonic users to investigate the user experience change rules.

The present study, inspired by the framework of Karapanos [5], examined distinct user
experience changing patterns between Chinese users and western users, how different type
users’ experience changes across these phases, and how this impacts users’ evaluative
judgments about the product. This study assumes that, the user with different psychological
expectations, emotional needs and functional requirements, would form different user
experiences and change rules, due to their different habits and focused attention. So we put
the difference of user attitude as segmentation dimension, expect different types of the
user’s experience will show differences over time. And explore the effect of user experi-
ences schedule to the overall product evaluation by calculating regression relationship
between the overall product evaluation and product attribute evaluation.
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2 Method

2.1 Participants

Thirty-eight participants were recruited and required to answer the pre-screening
questionnaire to collect the user’s cell phone habits, the attitude toward technology,
buying attitudes et al. and based on a 5-point scale ranging from (1) “strongly disagree”
to (5) “strongly agree”. Then we got 4 males and 4 females composed the pragmatic
group and hedonic group. Each group has 2 male and 2 female, average age 29 ± 3
years, average time of use cell phone 9 ± 1 year. After the experiment, a certain
amount of financial reward paid for the participants.

2.2 Material and Design

In the experiment, we employed the Day Reconstruction Method [10, 11], participants
were asked to record the change of user experiences by self-report. We prepare 1
pre-screen questionnaire and 4 survey questionnaires: user’s background information
questionnaire, daily questionnaires, weekly questionnaire and AttracDiff questionnaire
[6], which was used to evaluate the products attribute and overall cognition of the
product. The cell phone used in this experiment was listed by Sony Ericsson (the
specific model was trade secrets and public inconvenience). According to the market
performance, this mobile phone belonged to the middle level. With commonly used
basic functions, market positioning for the entertainment phone, the main design
highlight is the appearance of its products, high-pixel camera, and multimedia
capabilities.

The experiment was between group designs, independent variables was the user
types, based on attitudes towards mobile phone divided into two levels, pragmatic
group and hedonic group, 4 subjects in each group.

2.3 Procedure

Before the experiment, we chose one informal participant carried out one week’s
pre-test, the pre-test process are accord with the formal experiment. Through the pilot
test, modify the ambiguous question and language of questionnaires and scales to
ensure the data qualified.

In the beginning of the formal experiment, we interviewed each subjects, intro-
duced to them about the background and purpose of the study, and informed the
subjects can tried the experimental prototype then, played 2 part of advertising. Asked
the user to read the product’s leaflet about its specifications, price, features, according
to his purchase and attention habits as usual, make the user form expectation to the
experimental phone before use it.

After the introduction, asked the participants to fill out a background questionnaire.
Since the day of introduction, the subjects had to use the experimental cell phone every
day in accordance with their natural habits, and filled out a daily questionnaire before
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the end of the night. Daily questionnaire was recycling at the end of each day and week
questionnaire was recycling at the end of each week.

Then, we adopted AttracDiff questionnaire [6] (see Table 1), asked the subjects to
evaluate to the products attribute and overall cognition of the product, to investigate
how each phrase in the user experience changing patterns contributes to the overall
perceived quality of products, and explored the difference of evaluation between
pragmatic participants and hedonic participants. After the experiment finished, recov-
ered the mobile phone and paid for subjects.

2.4 Data Analysis

At the end of this experiment, totally recovered 224 daily questionnaires (7 days × 8
participants × 4 weeks, 8 background questionnaire and 32 weeks questionnaire.
A total of 608 experience fragments and 224 overall experiences were collected during
the 4 weeks. We use a conventional qualitative Content Analysis (CA) [12, 13].

Specific steps in CA are as follows:

1. Decomposition of experience clips. As the preparatory work of analysis of expe-
rience, each fragment of experience was split into independent experience. Among
the 608 experience fragments recovered from this study, totally collected 933
independent experiences.

Table 1. The questionnaire of product’s attribute and overall evaluation

Scale Number Attribute

Hedonic quality–identification 1 Amateurish—professional
2 Gaudy—classy
3 Cheap—valuable
4 Takes me distant from people—closer to people
5 Unpresentable—presentable

Hedonic quality–stimulation 1 Standard—creative
2 Conservative—innovative
3 Lame—exciting
4 Easy—challenging
5 Commonplace—new

Pragmatic quality-utility 1 Technical—human
2 Useless—useful
3 Impractical—practical
4 Cumbersome—direct
5 Unpredictable—predictable

Pragmatic quality-usability 1 Complicated—simple
2 Confusing—clear
3 Unruly—manageable

Evaluation constructs Beauty 1 Ugly—beautiful
Evaluation constructs Goodness 2 Bad—good

Note. Order and polarity of items was randomized
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2. Theme extraction. Among all the 933 independent experience, extract the theme
and categorized the same theme’s experiences, finally extracted 80 themes in all.

3. Summarized the category of themes. We adopt the expert classification method,
invited another 2 researcher of this area, and made a discussion to the 80 themes.
According to the expert group’s discussion, came into being 20 user experience
subclasses, then they were summarized into 6 dimension of user experience.

4. Count the frequency of two groups in each of the dimensions of user experience.
Their operational definitions and examples shown in Table 2 based on the resulting

Table 2. Operational definitions of the dimensions of user experience

Big theme Theme class Operational definition

Stimulation Interactive aesthetic I feel good, innovative to the interactive
mode, touch and display during the
interaction

Visual aesthetic Visually, feel beautiful, innovative, and
impact

Entertainment Function or the game is funny and
interesting

Learnability Easy to learn or difficult to learn
Usability Controlled Can/can’t do whatever they want

False operational Easy/difficult to make mistake.
Speed Take long/short time to complete the task
Accessibility Need more/less steps to complete the task
Clear The meaning of the phone icon, state,

interface elements is clear/not clear
Utility Property Reliability Is the function of the phone stable,

reliability?
Speed
performance

To fulfil a task or function fast/slow

Function
implementation

To achieve the currently function good/not
good

Function Perfect function Have/haven’t the function
Provide
intelligent
support

Did it smart or automatically help users
complete tasks

Personal Extension support software Did it provide the support of the expansion
of the mobile software, good or bad

Personalized change Settings Set like functionality, interface, state or
display

Assisted living The mobile better/badly assisted my life
Social Social etiquette This phone make me more in line

with/doesn’t accord with the social
norms

Distinctive The phone can/can’t make them distinctive
Group identity The phone can integrate them into groups

or not
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temporal patterns and semantic information, for pragmatic users, the 20 categories
were then mapped into 3 broad themes: Orientation, Incorporation, and Identifi-
cation; while, for hedonic users, the 20 categories were then mapped into 2 broad
themes: Exploration and Identification.

3 Results

3.1 The Three Phases of Chinese Users in the Adoption of the Product

In order to analyze whether the Chinese users experienced the same user experience
changing patterns as the western users, we use the same criterion as western
researchers. This study analyze the data of Chinese subjects based to the three stages
indicators.

(1) Orientation refers to users’ initial experiences that are pervaded by a feeling of
excitement as well as frustration as we experience novel features. With the improve-
ment of familiarity, the feeling of excitement down. The key factors that influence user
experience are stimulation and learnability in this period (see Fig. 1). (2) Incorporation.
As the reliance on function, participants gradually incorporated the product into their
daily life, their experiences increasingly reflected the ways in which the product was
becoming meaningful in diverse use contexts. In this period, usability and usefulness
becomes the major factor impacting our overall evaluative judgments. (3) Identification
reflected ways in which participants formed a personal relationship with the product as
it was increasingly incorporated in their daily routines and social interactions. This
phase the product’s social and personal becomes the major factor impacting our overall
evaluative judgments.

According to the 4 pragmatic users’ experiences during the 4 weeks (Fig. 1), the
average frequency of stimulation and personal first decreased then increased; learn-
ability and utility, fluctuate frequently; usability, remain unchanged; social, continued
to decline. The frequency of utility (N = 140) and usability (N = 93) was the two
maximums. Based on the variation trend of the 4 pragmatic users’ experiences and the
assumes to schedule model and criterion of the pragmatic users’ experiences, we try to
divided the 4 weeks into three stages; 1st week, 2nd and 3rd week, 4th week. While, for
the hedonic users, the average frequency of stimulation, learnability and utility showed
a sustained downward trend during the 4 weeks; usability, first increased then
decreased; social, remained almost unchanged; personal, first decreased then increased.
The frequency of utility (N = 158) and personal (N = 108) was the two maximums.
Based on the variation trend of the 4 hedonic users’ experiences and assumes to
schedule model and criterion of the hedonic users’ experiences, we try to divided the 4
weeks into two stages: the 1st and 2nd week, the 3rd and 4th week.

Therefore, we can test out the change rule of schedule found in pragmatic users was
consistent with criterion, stimulation and learnability declined in the first week, comply
with the standard of the Orientation stage, in the middle of usage, the frequency of
utility become the highest dimension of user experiences, comply with the standard of
the Incorporation stage, in the later period of usage, the frequency of personal increased
and become the maximum dimension of user experiences, comply with the standard of
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the Identification stage. However, for hedonic users, stimulation, learnability and utility
significantly declined from the high frequency in the early stage of use, comply with
the standard of the Exploration stage, in the later period of usage, the frequency of
personal and social increased and become the maximum dimension of user experi-
ences, comply with the standard of Identification.

Fig. 1. Number of satisfying and dissatisfying experiential episodes over the four weeks relating
to the three phases of adoption.
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3.2 How Does Each Phase Contribute to the Overall Perceived Quality?

Pragmatic Users. In total, 300 AttracDiff questionnaires were collected for pragmatic
group.

While during Orientation of pragmatic user, Table 3 gives, the Goodness of the
product was primarily influenced by identification (β = 0.89, p < .01). In Incorpora-
tion, the product’s identification (β = 0.54, p < .01) and utility (β = 0.40, p < .05)
became the primary predictor of Goodness, and in the phase of Identification the
qualities of utility (β = 0.94, p < .01) became the most dominant qualities impacting
the overall goodness of the product. The Beauty of the product in Orientation deter-
mined by stimulation (β = 0.67, p < .01); In Incorporation, primarily derived on the
basis of Identification (β = 0.39, p < .05) and stimulation (β = 0.53, p < .01); In
Identification also dominant by stimulation (β = 0.89, p < .01).

Hedonic User. A total of 308 AttracDiff questionnaires were collected for hedonic
group.

As shown in Table 4, for hedonic user, the Goodness of the product was primarily
influenced by utility (β = 0.84, p < .05) in Exploration; In Incorporation, the product’s
identification (β = 0.43, p < .01) and utility (β = 0.51, p < .01) became the primary

Table 3. Pragmatic group: Multiple Regression analysis with usefulness, utility, stimulation and
identification as predictors and Goodness or Beauty as predicted (β values and significances *
p < .001) for both satisfying and dissatisfying experiences.

Goodness Beauty
Orientation Incorporation Identification Orientation Incorporation Identification

Identification .89** .54** 3.5 3.79 .39* .89**
Stimulation .94** .67** .53**
utility .40* 0.88
Usability 0.78
Adjusted R2 0.79 0.85 0.43 0.8

Note. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01

Table 4. Hedonic group: Multiple Regression analysis with usefulness, utility, stimulation and
identification as predictors and Goodness or Beauty as predicted (β values and significances *
p < .001) for both satisfying and dissatisfying experiences.

Goodness Beauty
Exploration Identification Exploration Identification

Identification .43** .62** −.82**
Stimulation .33 .76**
Utility .84** .51**
Usability .38 .32 .61*
Adjusted R2 0.7 0.83 0.38 0.42

Note. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
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predictor of Goodness. The Beauty of the product in Exploration determined by
identification (β = 0.62, p < .01); In Incorporation, primarily derived on the basis of
Identification (β = −.82, p < .01), stimulation (β = 0.76, p < .01)and usability
(β = 0.61, p < .05).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the present experiment testified user experience changing patterns on
Chinese users are different from western users, Orientation and Identification as
Karapanos [5] are verified, but not Incorporation. This study explored the stage model
of pragmatic user (Orientation, Incorporation, and Identification) and hedonic user
(Exploration and Identification), and revealed the effect of schedule model to the
overall evaluation. The pragmatic user’s long-term product evaluation depends on the
usefulness and identification; hedonic user’s long-term product evaluations rely on the
meet to individual needs.

Based on the criteria raised by Karapanos [5] the user experience changing patterns
are different between Chinese users and western users. The utility experiences of
Chinese continued to decline during the 4 weeks. The usability increased in the 1st and
2nd week then declined in the 3rd and 4th week. While in western users, the utility
increased from the 2nd week, increased to maximum in the 4th week, the usability
experiences increased from the 1st week, reach the maximum in the 3rd week then
decreased. We suspect that, Chinese participants’ concerns transformed from utility and
usability to personal and social in the later stage, compared to western users who
always focus on utility. The social experiences remained unchanged during the 4 weeks
in Chinese users, while in western users, first declined then increased. The personal
experiences first declined then increased in Chinese users, while, in western users,
continued to increase during the 4 weeks. Indicated that, compared to Chinese users,
Western users paid more attention to personal throughout the entire process. Among
the factors that may explain our findings at a more basic level are the different ways in
which people from Western and Asian cultural backgrounds perceive objects [14, 15].

Hassenzahl [6] put forth two overall evaluative judgments of the quality of inter-
active products, Goodness and of Beauty. Previous work suggests that goodness to be a
goal-oriented evaluation, relating to the pragmatic quality of the product (usefulness
and ease-of-use), and beauty a pleasure-oriented evaluation, relating to hedonic quality
(stimulation and identification. We made some further discovers. In each phase, for
pragmatic group and hedonic group, the product’s overall evaluative judgments were
affected by different attributes of the product (Tables 3 and 4). This study showed that,
users experience shifted over time, for pragmatic users, under the influence of different
phase, the major role in forming ‘Goodness’ judgments transformed from identification
to utility, in terms of the judgments of ‘Beauty’, transformed from stimulation to
identification. However, for hedonic users, the major role in forming ‘Goodness’
judgments transformed from utility to identification, as for the judgments of ‘Beauty’,
largely influenced by identification at initial stage, then influenced by identification,
stimulation and usability.
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The research of Karapanos [5] just put forward the concept of identification. This
study, we proposed the disidentification, due to we find unsatisfied experiences of
social and personal in each stage, especially in the later stage. The possible reason
maybe that products of Karapanos’ study were IPhone which is well known to be a
successful and interesting example in the market, while ours were just an ordinary
smart phone. Moreover, participants of Karapanos’ study were actual IPhone buyers,
before actual purchase, people often have a tendency of self-affirmation in evaluation,
they often know much about whether the products can meet their needs, so almost no
disidentification after purchase. However, subjects of our study was young and high
educated, their anticipated demand would be higher than the cell phone really was, so
they presented much unsatisfied experience.

The conclusions of this study enriched the existing user experience theory from the
perspective of temporality, with regard to enhancing user’s satisfaction and improving
prolonged experience; the present study has important practical and theoretical
significance.
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